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His Divine Grace
çr^la Bhakti Sundar Govinda Dev-Goswåm^ Mahåråj
President-Sevåite-Ächåryya of
çr^ Chaitanya Såraswat Maéh, Nabadw^p
with branches world-wide

The topmost position,
and the actual need for
our supreme transcendental benefit, is only
bhakti-yoga. Without
bhakti-yoga, other kinds
of spiritual practice such
as good works or the
quest for liberation cannot give us the proper
result. So if we try to
practice the nine kinds
of devotional service
under the guidance of a
proper guru then we
will easily receive the
greatest result."
–Srila Govinda Maharaj

His Divine Grace
çr^la Bhakti Rak£ak çr^dhar Dev-Goswåm^ Mahåråj
the Founder-Ächåryya,
çr^ Chaitanya Såraswat Maéh

The Author
The author appeared in this world at çr^
Håpåniyå Dhåm, West Bengal, India in 1895, in
the motherland of çr^ Chaitanya Mahåprabhu.
From his early childhood he was constantly
immersed in the devotional conclusions and the
essence of the revealed Vedic Scriptures. His
inborn hankering for the highest degree of dedication naturally drew him to his spiritual master,
çr^la Bhaktisiddhånta Saraswat^ Prabhupåd.
After the depature of his Gurudev in 1941, çr^la
çr^dhar Mahåråj established the çr^ Chaitanya
Såraswat Maéh in çr^ Nabadw^p Dhåm to uphold
and distribute the teachings of pure divine love as
given by Lord çr^ Chaitanya Mahåprabhu.
Enriched with over sixty years of pure service to
the lotus feet of his own spiritual master, his teachings are a shining light for the followers of çr^
Chaitanya Mahåprabhu. In his many Sanskrit
poetic compositions, brimming with the highest
devotional realizations, exalted devotees can clearly perceive his position as the protector and distributor of the wealth of çr^la R¨pa Goswåm^.
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Before his departure from this world in 1988, çr^la
çr^dhar Mahåråj established his most intimate disciple, çr^la Bhakti Sundar Govinda Dev-Goswåm^
as his true sucessor and in so doing revealed him as
the guardian of this divine wealth.
Previously çr^la çr^dhar Mahåråj’s eternal godbrother and friend, A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swåm^
Prabhupåd had inundated the western world with
the first wave of Krishna consciousness, the chanting of the Hare Krishna mahåmantra and devotional service to çr^ Krishna. çr^la çr^dhar
Mahåråj caused that tide of golden nectar to rise
to its highest level, giving the full-fledged conception of the followers of çr^ R¨pa;
mahåprabhu ßr^ chaitanya
rådhå-kù£òa nahe anya
r¨pånuga janera j^vana
“çr^ Chaitanya Mahåprabhu is none other than
Rådhå and Krishna combined. This is the life and
soul of the R¨pånuga sampradåya.”
Sr^la Govinda Maharaj's service mood has
enriched the teachings and mission of çr^la
çr^dhar Mahåråj; çr^la Govinda Mahåråj is now
humbly and beautifully holding the position of
the protector of the çr^ R¨pånuga Sampradåya.
He travels the globe distributing the seeds of
divine love to the sincere seekers.
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The Author
We offer our loving respects unto Sri Srila Bhakti
Raksaka Sridhara Deva Goswami, whose countenance is very beautiful and kind, and who is able
to present the highest ontological truths in the most
pleasing poetic style.
His transcendental figure is decorated with fine
garments radiant like the newly risen sun. He is the
spiritual storehouse of concentrated ecstacy,
a true saint chosen by the honest devotees.
His renunciation and knowledge are comparable to
a vast ocean. He is the fathomless reservoir and
protector of the illustrious conclusions
of pure devotion.
Resplendent in pastimes of loving dedication,
radiant with the highest mellows of conjugal love,
he is the foremost amongst those endowed with
divine intelligence, and the greatest general leading
the renounced order. Freely granting our true fulfillment of life, he is our only shelter.
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Dedication
This publication is dedicated to our beloved spiritual
master Srila Bhakti Sundar Govinda Dev-Goswami
Maharaj on this 4th day of June, 2004, the anniversary of
Sripad Rsabhadeva prabhu’s disappearance. Sripad
Rsabhadeva Prabhu’s desire and request to us in his final
days was to reprint the Ocean of Nectar and distrubute it
worldwide for the benefit of all sincere seekers.
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Introduction
We love to read a book we have never read before.
We are anxious to gather whatever information is
contained in it and with such acquirement our
curiosity stops. This mode of study prevails
amongst a large number of readers, who are great
men in their own estimation, as well as in the estimation of those who are of their own stamp. In
fact, most readers are mere repositories of facts
and statements made by other people. But this is
not study. The student is to read the facts with a
view to create, and not with the object of fruitless
retention. Students, like satellites, should reflect
whatever light they receive from authors, and not
imprison the facts and thoughts just as the magistrates imprison the convicts in the jail!
Thought is progressive. The author’s thought
must have progress in the reader, in the shape of
correction or development. He is the best critic
who can show the further development of an old
thought; but a mere denouncer is the enemy of
progress and consequently of nature. “Begin
13
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anew,” says the critic, “because the old masonry
does not answer at present. Let the old author be
buried because his time is gone.” These are shallow expressions. Progress is certainly the law of
nature and there must be corrections and developments with the passage of time, as progress means
going further or rising higher.
If we follow our foolish critic, we are to go
back to our former terminus and make a new
race, and when we have run half the race another critic of his stamp will cry out: “Begin anew,
because the wrong road has been taken!” In this
way our stupid critics will never allow us to go
over the whole road and see what is in the other
terminus. Thus the shallow critic and the fruitless reader are the two great enemies of progress.
We must shun them.
The true critic, on the other hand, advises us to
preserve what we have already obtained, and adjust
our race from that point where we have arrived in
the heat of our progress. He will never advise us to
go back to the point whence we started, as he fully
knows that in that case there will be a fruitless loss
of our valuable time and labor. He will direct the
adjustment of the angle of the race at the point
where we are. This is also the characteristic of the
useful student. He will read an old author and will
find out his exact position in the progress of
14
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thought. He will never propose to burn a book on
the ground that it contains thoughts that are useless. No thought is useless. Thoughts are means by
which we attain our objects. The reader who
denounces a bad thought does not know that even
a bad road is capable of improvement and conversion into a good one. One thought is a road leading to another. Thus the reader will find that the
thought which is the object today will be the
means of a further object tomorrow. Thoughts
will necessarily continue to be an endless series of
means and objects in the progress of humanity.
The great reformers will always assert that they
have come not to destroy the old law, but to fulfill it. Vålm^ki, Vyåsa, Plato, Jesus, Mohammed,
Confucius and Chaitanya Mahåprabhu assert this
fact, either expressly or by their conduct.
Subjects of philosophy and theology are like
the peaks of towering and inaccessible mountains
inviting attention and investigation. Thinkers and
men of deep speculation take their observations
through the instruments of reason and consciousness, but they take different points when they
carry on their work.
These points are positions chalked out by the
circumstances of their social and philosophical
life, different as they are in the different parts of
the world.
15
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Plato looked at the peak of the spiritual question from the West and Vyåsa made the observation from the East. Confucius did it from further
East and Schlegel, Spinoza, Kant and Goethe
from further West. Their observations were made
at different times by different means, but the conclusion is all the same, in as much as the object of
observation was one and the same. They all hunted after the Great Spirit, the unconditioned Soul
of the Universe. They could not but get an insight
into it. Their words and expressions were different, but their import is the same. They tried to
find the absolute religion and their labors were
crowned with success, for God gives all that He
has to His children, if they want to have it. It
requires a candid, generous, pious and holy heart
to feel the beauties of their conclusions.
The true critic is a generous judge, devoid of
prejudices and party spirit. Party spirit, that great
enemy of truth, will always baffle the attempt of
the inquirer and will make him believe that
Absolute Truth is nowhere except in his old religious book. What better example could be
adduced than the fact that the philosopher of
Benares will find no truth in the universal brotherhood of men and the common fatherhood of
God? The philosopher, thinking in his own way
of thought, can never, see the beauty of the
16
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Christian faith. The way in which Christ thought
of his own Father was love absolute, and so long
as the philosopher will not adopt that way of
thinking, he will ever remain deprived of the
absolute faith preached by the Western Saviour.
In a similar manner, the Christian needs adopt
the way of thought which the Vedåntist pursued
before he can love the conclusions of the philosopher. The critic should, therefore, have a comprehensive, good, generous, candid, impartial and
sympathetic soul.
The Bhågavata, the revealed scripture of the
Vaishnavas, does not allow its followers to ask
anything from God except eternal love towards
Him. The kingdom of the world, the beauties of
the local heavens, and sovereignty over the material world are never the subject of Vaishnava
prayer. The Vaishnava meekly and humbly prays,
“Father, Master, God, Friend and Husband of my
soul, hallowed be Thy name! I do not approach
You for anything which You have already given
me. I have sinned against You and I now repent
and solicit Your pardon. Let Thy holiness touch
my soul and make me free from grossness. Let my
spirit be devoted meekly to Your Holy service in
absolute love towards Thee.
“I have called You my God, and let my soul be
wrapped up in admiration at Your greatness. I
17
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have addressed You as my Master, and let my soul
be strongly devoted to Your service. I have called
You my friend, and let my soul be in reverential
love towards You, and not in dread or fear. I have
called You my husband, and let my spiritual
nature be in eternal union with You, forever loving and never dreading or feeling disgust. Father!
Let me have strength enough to go up to You as
the Consort of my soul, so that we may be one in
eternal Love! Peace to the world!”
The spirit of this text goes far to honor all great
reformers and teachers who lived and will live in
other countries. The Vaishnava is ready to honor
all great men without distinction of caste, because
they are filled with the energy of God. See how
universal is the Vaishnava religion! It is not
intended for a certain class of Hindus alone, but
it is a gift to man at large, in whatever country he
is born and in whatever society he is bred.
In short, Vaishnavism is the Absolute Love
binding together all men in the Infinite,
Unconditioned and Absolute God. May peace
reign forever in the whole universe, in the continual development of its purity, by the exertion
of the future heroes who will be blessed, according to the promise of the Bhågavata, with powers from the Almighty Father, the Creator,
18
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Preserver and Annihilator of all things in Heaven
and Earth.
—From a lecture delivered by Srila Bhaktivinod Thakur
in 1869 at Dinajpur, West Bengal

Srila Bhaktivinod Thakur
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The Blind Men
& the Elephant
It was six men of Indostan
To learning much inclined
Who went to see the elephant
(Though all of them were blind)
That each by observation
Might satisfy his mind.
The First approached the Elephant
And happening to fall
Against his broad and sturdy side
At once began to bawl:
“God bless me! but the Elephant
is very like a wall!”
The Second, feeling of the tusk,
Cried, “Ho, what have we here
So very round and smooth and sharp?
To me ‘tis mighty clear
This wonder of an Elephant
Is very like a spear!”
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The Third approached the animal,
And happening to take
The squirming trunk within his hands
Thus boldly up and spake:
“I see,” quoth he, “The Elephant
is very like a snake!”
The Fourth reached out an eager hand
And felt about the knee
“What most this wondrous beast is like
Is mighty plain!” quoth he:
“‘Tis clear enough the Elephant is very like a tree!”
The Fifth, who chanced to touch the ear,
Said: “E’en the blindest man
Can tell what this resembles most:
Deny the fact who can,
This marvel of an elephant
Is very like a fan!”
The Sixth no sooner had begun
About the beast to grope
Than seizing of the swinging tail
That fell within his scope,
“I see,” quoth he, “the Elephant
Is very like a rope!”
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And so these men of Indostan
Disputed loud and long,
Each in his own opinion
Exceeding stiff and strong,
Though each was partly in the right
And all were in the wrong!
So oft in theologic wars
The disputants, I ween,
Rail on in utter ignorance
Of what the others mean,
And prate about an Elephant
Not one of them has seen!
John G. Saxe
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Higher
Satisfaction
By using the atom bomb America conquered
Japan and intimidated the world. Superficially
they enjoyed the pleasure of defeating the world,
but that is only apparent. Internally the apprehension is there: “Reaction may come.” Such a disastrous action is self-condemned; a heinous crime.
But it is just the collective result of our karma.
None to blame.
To parody the old saying, “A bad workman
quarrels with his stools.” As we eat, following our
system, stools come. It is not the stools’ crime;
they are a necessary product of the food. Karma is
like stools: as we do, we earn the environment and
the reaction; as we act, reactions similarly come,
sometimes individually and sometimes collectively. They are like stools—all the results, the environment. We have earned such an environment.
So none to be blamed, but everywhere the
grace of the Lord is to be traced. The Lord is
always there, even in the worst period of our
lives. He is waiting, waiting to help us. We must
25
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only look up for His grace. With sincerity, with
all sincerity. He is everywhere, waiting; “My boy,
look at Me. Don’t make much of the external
environment. I am here, very near to you. You
have cast your focus aside, you have cast your
consciousness outside. Make it internal and you
will find I am here. Make it above. You are looking down to secure servants and comforts, but if
you look up, for existence higher than you, you
will find Me in that plane. Look up! Don’t look
down, searching for servants.”
You want to become a master and thus are
searching for servants, hunting after things for
your service. Take the opposite course, become a
servant and search for your master, your Lord.
Then you will be uplifted, taken up to a higher
domain. If you want to live in a higher domain
you will have to serve. If you want to be a master,
then you will have to come down into the lower
zone, where you can be a master.
This is neither exaggeration nor imagination,
it is something scientific. You can enjoy only
those that are of a lower position. So, by attempting to enjoy, mean association becomes
inevitable. Only by preparing for higher service
will you be able to come in contact with your
soul’s higher position.
Sacrifice—by sacrifice you go up; by enjoying
26
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spirit you will have to go down. We are to understand what is exploitation, enjoyment, and what is
higher service. Divine service is pure, and in that
service there is also a pure type of joy, ecstasy. By
giving we become gainers and by extorting we
become losers. This scientific truth should be
understood.
By robbing things someone can find superficial satisfaction, but underground there is some
suspicion that the result won’t be very good, “the
reaction will come to attack me.” To exploit by
stealing provides some sort of enjoyment, but the
big donors, patrons, give some charity and thereby also enjoy happiness. There is a difference in
quality between these two sorts of happiness. We
are to distinguish between them.
In different planes there are different conceptions of happiness, and a comparison is to be
drawn between the qualitative differences in the
pleasure derived. We are to conceive different
planes of life. The life of higher service is divine
life. The Absolute God is there. Everything is for
Him. All these things are for His pleasure.
But, in which way can we attain divine life?
What is mundane? What is divine? We are to differentiate between them. We have to examine
them in order to accept the divine life.
What is God? God is not an order supplier. If
27
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I am sick, “Oh God, cure my sickness!” If I am
poor, “Oh God, give me money!” This kind of
mercenary connection is not very happy, but still
it has some meaning, because they think that
there is some supernatural power, and that He can
do wonders.
However, it is better if we want God and do
not expect anything mundane from Him. To
want God, who is the source of all this opulence.
To want Him, and not anything else which you
consider valuable. To depend on Him: “Oh Lord,
give me what is good. I am an imperfect being. I
do not know what is good and bad. Please, provide whatever You consider to be good for me.”
This is an improvement.
But when we accept the creed of unalloyed
service to the highest, that is the best: “I want
You, my Lord, nothing else.” And what will be
my connection with Him? Service. “I want only
Your service.”
At the beginning we might think we are being
losers, but ultimately we will gain. Apparently we
are giving ourselves, we are sacrificing our selfish
interests, but in the subtle sense we gain thereby.
This ontological truth should be appreciated. It is
neither a dogma, nor blind faith. It is based on
higher unprejudiced reason.
Our life is unfulfilled and we want fulfillment,
28
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there is no doubt. But, what type of fulfillment
should we hanker for, should we search after? We
know we are in want, and at the same time we
feel that we yearn to remove our want and obtain
satisfaction. Everyone is like this. But how can we
make progress from unfulfilled life towards fulfillment? That will take searching for God,
searching after God.
The present civilization is searching after subtle power. They want to be masters of subtle
potencies or powers to control the environment,
to lord it over everything. These fellows are very
eager to reign in hell. Satan said, “It is better to
reign in hell than to serve in heaven.” These followers of Satan want to reign in hell, but we assert
just the opposite: “It is better to serve in heaven
than to reign in hell.” That is our aspiration; to
serve in heaven, higher heaven. If we are to have a
higher connection, we must approach Him as a
small person. That cannot but be.
There, in the world of service, there is also
gradual development from gross to subtle, from
lower to higher degrees of independence and
ecstasy. Love is such. Love gives independence to
the servitors, when it is mixed with anuråga, free
spiritual love.
In the lower stages, service is always controlled by the regulation of the scriptures, “Do
29
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this, don’t do that.” But as we progress towards
our position in the higher plane, it becomes free.
Your heart will ask you, “Do this.” No scripture
will come to regulate you, but your heart will tell
you what to do, what service you are to do.
When there is full faith that you are a bonafide
servant, then the type of service will be left to your
consideration. “Do whatever you feel to be best.”
There will be no restriction upon you. It is the
land of spontaneous service; you will do according
to your inner sagacity, and that will be accepted.
The hearty thing, the sincere flow of service. No
thrust from outside, no regulation. “You must do
this, you must not do that.” That sort of law will
be withdrawn from you, when you reach the
plane of spontaneous service.
After passing for some time through the
process of regulated devotional service you will
feel: “This higher plane is my own land. This is
my home.” In that plane you will find the freedom, sweetness and comfort of your own home.
All doubts will be cleared, eliminated. The previous tendencies will also disappear. Any lower
propensity will vanish, and in the sealed portion
of your heart, that can connect with the higher
divinity, the seal will be broken. The inner wealth
is there, within, but it is sealed. The seal will be
broken and you will have full satisfaction in an
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all-loving engagement, in your eternal function,
your sweet eternal function.
So, from uncertainty to surety; from dissatisfaction to satisfaction; from want to fulfillment.
From the temporary conception we will come into
the eternal flow. By eliminating the provincial and
local flow we will come into the eternal flow of
life. As we make advancement, our conception of
Godhead will change. It will gradually come to the
Krishna conception, because in the plane of love
God comes as Krishna, descends as Krishna.
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This is the original Sanskrit text of the Hare Krishna
mahå-mantra, as found in the ancient Upanishads.

The renowned German scholar Max Muller
commented that a single drop of the Ocean of
Nectar contained within the sacred Upanishads of
India could easily satiate the innermost hankerings of the whole universe.
The Kalisantaraòa Upanishad recommends
the Hare Krsna mahå-mantra as the most effective
process of God realization, specially meant for the
present age. This mantra can be chanted silently,
mentally or aloud.
Hare Krishna Hare Krishna
Krishna Krishna Hare Hare
Hare Rama Hare Rama
Rama Rama Hare Hare
32

Primordial
Sound
çr^ R¨pa has written, “Oh Holy Name! The tips
of the toes of Your lotus feet are eternally worshiped by the glowing effulgence radiating from
the gemmed chapters of the Upanishads, the
crest jewels of the Vedas. You are eternally
adored and chanted by great liberated souls like
Nårada and çukadeva Goswåm^. Oh Holy
Name, clearing myself of all offenses, I take complete shelter of You.”
çr^ R¨pa says that so many liberated souls
worship the Holy Name of Krishna, offering
their respects from all sides. He explains that the
greatness of the Holy Name may not be found in
the ordinary scriptures, but if you study all of
them as a whole, you will find the very spirit of
the Holy Name. Ordinary people may not find
this in their study, but there are those who can
collect the real substance, the real purpose from
those vast writings, and detect the greatness of
the Holy Name as the whole purpose of all the
main Vedic scriptures.
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The Vedas are giving hints about the Holy
Name of Krishna. The Vedas naturally tell us that
we can approach the supreme reality only through
sound. Otherwise they would be suicidal. If they
do not say that by sound only we will attain the
truth, then what is the necessity of the Vedas,
which are only embodied sounds? So, if we can
trace their real characteristic, we shall find that the
principal Vedas say that by the cultivation of
sound we can attain the Lord. Absolute sound
alone can deliver reality.
So R¨pa Goswåm^ says that a superficial study
of the Vedas will only frustrate us. But if we
search with a positive mind, by the grace of the
saints, the spiritual masters and the great souls, we
will find that the principal sound forms of the
revealed truth are leading us towards the conception that the whole object of all the Vedic sounds
is that central sound: the Holy Name of Krishna.
There are so many sections of the Vedas that
have come to distribute the tidings of the
absolute realm, but there must be a centre. So,
the principal sounds are all emitting light, like a
torch, to show us that they have a central sound
which represents the supreme whole, and that
sound is ‘Krishna’. So many liberated souls are all
around, offering their respects to the Name of
Krishna, that central sound from which all Vedic
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mantras have come to give us some idea of the
sound aspect of the absolute centre. This is çr^
R¨pa’s argument.
The branches of the Vedas are all sounds, and
so many sounds must come from a central position. They cannot but direct one who has a proper eye towards that fountainhead of sound, saying,
“Go! Run towards that direction! In our source
you will find everything. We are all partially representing so many things, but we have a centre,
we have a fountainhead, Go in that direction and
you will find the sound that can sufficiently satisfy you, and you may also be introduced to other
aspects of that sound.”
The Holy Name of Krishna is most important;
it is no less than Krishna Himself. It fully represents the whole. çr^ R¨pa says, “O Holy Name, I
take refuge under Your lotus feet. You are the
grand, central sound who has given cohesion to all
the sounds in the revealed scriptures.” And çr^
Sanåtan, who is the spiritual master of çr^ R¨pa,
says: “Let ecstasy in the service of the Divine Name
be victorious. If somehow we can come in contact
with that sound then all our other activities will be
paralyzed; we will have no necessity of performing
any other activity. Our many variegated duties will
have no importance to us at all if we can achieve
the service of the Divine Name of Krishna.”
35
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The Holy Name will take us to the perception
of Krishna’s own abode, where we will have to
completely retire from any work, even if it may be
done for Krishna. We will have to give up internal meditation and calculation, and even worship
in awe and reverence. The Holy Name will stop
all these tendencies and we will find so much
sweetness in chanting the Name that we won’t be
able to give attention to anything else.
When we really come in contact with the
sound aspect of the absolute, then all our enthusiastic endeavors and functions will be paralyzed.
We will be unable to attempt them: we will take
to the Name only. Then, when the Name allows
us to perform other services again, we will be able
to do them. The Name has such power, such a
high degree of potency, that it will stop all other
branches of service and charm you.
When the Holy Name of Krishna descends
and captures the tongue and the lips, it controls
them so strongly that it engages them in chanting
the Holy Name as if the lips and tongue have
gone mad. In this way, the power of the Name
descends in them and one feels that only one
tongue and one mouth are not enough; thousands
of mouths are necessary to taste the Name.
Then the Holy Name of Krishna enters the ear
with such a great force and current that the ears
36
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are captured, and one thinks that only two ears
are insufficient; he wants millions of ears to attend
to the sweet current entering the ears. Two ears
are nothing to him; he wants millions of ears. The
nectar of the Holy Name is coming like a flood
through his ears, pushing its way within the heart.
It is so sweet that it goes to capture the heart,
the centre of all senses—everything is paralyzed.
Wherever the sweet aggressor touches, the whole
thing is captured with such intensity that everything else is ignored.
çr^ R¨pa writes, “These two syllables, “Krish”“na”, contain so much sweetness, and such a high
quality of sweetness, that I don’t know, I can’t
say, I fail to express how much nectar there is in
the Holy Name of Krishna.”
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The Name of çr^ Krishna is so powerful it does
not care for the capacity of the soil. It may be
sown anywhere, and it will sprout. Such a powerful seed! Very easily it can drive away, brush away,
the sinful tendency.
If anyone comes in connection with the
Name, he will get the benefit. The nature of
Krishna’s Name is such; autocratic and boundless
mercy. The transaction may go on in any place,
any time. Where all have failed, Krishna’s Name
has His glorious wave. No adverse circumstance
can produce any obstacle to this.
The only condition is that to have the real
thing we must have a proper connection. It must
be the Name of Krishna and not an imitation. So,
it is said that the physical sound may appear, an
imitation, but it is not effective, because that is
not Krishna.
Our attainment of the goal is not assured simply by increasing the number of times we repeat
the Name; only by increasing the quality will we
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reach success. There are so many sayings in the
Scriptures to encourage our realization of the
Holy Name in different ways, but çr^ R¨pa has
given us a central thought. He quotes the Padma
Puråòa: “Our senses, physical or mental, are ineligible to come in touch with the transcendental.”
The Name is non-material, without mundane
limitation. It belongs to another plane.
So, nothing about Krishna—His name, form,
qualities or pastimes—can be touched by our
physical or mental senses, but when we have a
serving attitude He comes down to us of His own
accord. Only then can our tongue really pronounce the Name of Krishna, otherwise only the
physical sound of the letters of the Name can be
produced.
Our tongue, our hands, physical sound, all
these mundane things cannot come in touch with
Krishna. Some intervening medium is necessary
to connect this body with the supra-mundane,
and that connection is our earnest desire to serve
Krishna, to satisfy Him.
A bulb won’t light if there is no electricity.
Only when the electrical current is there will the
bulb be illuminated. So, the Name may appear on
the tongue and in the ear, in the mind or in writing, but we must have the connection from the
transcendental realm to this mundane world, and
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that connection is devotional service, a functional
serving attitude. That alone can connect the physical realm with the unlimited spiritual world.
Krishna will appear of His own accord. He will
descend upon your tongue and then your tongue
will be able to chant the Name of Krishna. A gun
that has no bullet, but only a blank, may make
some sound, but no bullet is actually fired.
Similarly, chanting the Name of Krishna without
an attitude of service produces sound, but that is
only tongue deep. It is like firing a gun with
blanks instead of bullets.
Our chanting of the Holy Name of Krishna
must be surcharged with a serving temperament,
the tendency to satisfy Krishna. Otherwise the
sound we produce is bogus. It is only an imitation, or a permutation. The Holy Name cannot
be experienced by our senses. It is supramental
and transcendental. An ordinary sound of this
mundane world cannot be the Name of Krishna.
Our ear cannot even hear the Name if that mediator, the serving attitude, is not there. The
earnestness to satisfy Krishna’s will must mediate
between Krishna and the ear, through the mind.
Then only will Krishna’s Name enter our ear and
reveal to us His form, qualities and pastimes.
The Holy Name is not physical, it is transcendental, supra-mundane. Only through our service
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attitude will it come down to this mundane
world. Only through service can we directly come
in contact with Krishna. The real point is to practice to attain the spirit of service. The devotee is
doing service and we must imbibe from him the
methods of attaining this serving attitude.
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Sri
Siksastakam
Diving deep into the reality
of His own beauty and sweetness,
Krishna took the mood of Rådhåråò^,
and garbing Himself in Her brilliant luster,
appeared as çr^ Chaitanya Mahåprabhu.
For the last twelve years
of His manifested pastimes
He was deeply absorbed
in union and separation
and shared His heart’s inner feelings
with His most confidential devotees.
In the agony of separation from çr^ Krishna
torrents of ecstasy flowed from His heart
and His teachings,
known as çr^ çik£å£éakam,
appeared from His lips
like eight unbounded rivers
of Golden Nectar.
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Verse 1
vkymdnTgheˆTfƒ 5rhxedereoJ’ofRreTngƒ
«ekuAw≈trvoF¬weorytgƒ or˚er3;ilrfh ,
aefFdeHbpo3r∂Tfƒ Moyndƒ n;geTh'ye>edfƒ
sRreTYh¤nfƒ ntƒ oriuyk «elw"Qgsƒwl¥Tfh <!<

ceto-darpaòa-mårjanaì
bhava-mahå-dåvågni-nirvåpaòaì
ßreyaè-kairava-candrikå-vitaraòaì
vidyå-vadh¨-j^vanam
ånandåmbudhi-vardhanaì
prati-padaì p¨ròåmùtåsvådanaì
sarvåtma-snapanaì paraì vijayate
ßr^-kù£òa-saík^rttanam

The Holy Name of Krishna
cleanses the mirror of the heart
and extinguishes the fire of misery,
in the forest of birth and death.
As the evening lotus blooms
in the moon’s cooling rays,
the heart begins to blossom
in the nectar of the Name.
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And at last the soul awakens
to its real inner treasure—
a life of love with Krishna.
Again and again tasting nectar,
the soul dives and surfaces
in the ever-increasing ocean
of ecstatic joy.
All phases of the self
of which we may conceive
are fully satisfied and purified,
and at last conquered by
the all-auspicious influence
of the Holy Name of Krishna.

Verse 2
feH’ehweot bxp3e ofisRrT\o∑SyÁeÅnye ofuohyA Shtgk f we[A ,
zyeå\l yr w"ne 5jrFhheon
±Dèrhlå\ohxeiof fefptejA <@<
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nåmnåm akåri bahudhå nija-sarva-ßaktis
tatrårpitå niyamitaè smaraòe na kålaè
etådùß^ tava kùpå bhagavan mamåpi
durdaivam ^dùßam ihåjani nånurågaè

O my Lord, Your Holy Name
bestows auspiciousness upon all.
And You have unlimited names
such as Krishna and Govinda
by which You reveal Yourself.
In Your many Holy Names
You have kindly invested
all Your transcendental potency.
And in chanting these names
there are no strict rules
concerning time or place.
Out of Your causeless mercy,
You have descended
in the form of divine sound,
but my great misfortune is
that I have no love
for Your Holy Name.
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Verse 3
y'gedon spflvkf ytmotr soxQgpfe ,
aheoffe hefdkf wl¥TfluA sde xotA <#<

tùòåd api sun^cena
taror iva sahi£òunå
amåninå månadena
k^rttan^yaè sadå hariè
One who is humbler
than a blade of grass,
more forbearing than a tree,
who gives all honor to others
without desiring it for himself,
is qualified to always chant
the Holy Name of Krishna.

Verse 4
f 3fƒ f ifƒ f spFdt˘ woryeƒ re ijdl\ wehuk ,
hh iFhof iFhflÆtk 5ryeÔo∑txXyw
p l Yrou <$<
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na dhanaì na janaì na sundar^ì
kavitåì vå jagad-^ßa kåmaye
mama janmani janman^ßvare
bhavatåd bhaktir ahaituk^ tvayi
O Lord, I have no desires
to accumulate wealth, followers,
beautiful women, or salvation.
My only prayer is for
Your causeless devotional service
birth after birth.

Verse 5
aou fFdyfpi ow•tƒ noyyƒ heƒ orqhk 5reHbp3. ,
w"nue yr nedn•ioS6y3;[lså\ƒ orovFyu <%<

ayi nanda-tanuja kiíkaraì
patitaì måì vi£ame bhavåmbudhau
kùpayå tava påda-paíkajasthita-dh¨l^-sadùßaì vicintaya
Oh son of Nanda Mahåråj,
I am Your eternal servant
yet because of my own karma
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I have fallen into this terrible ocean
of birth and death.
Accept this fallen soul
and consider me a particle of dust
at Your lotus feet.

Verse 6
fufƒ j[d«ep3etue rdfƒ jÍd-/∂ue ojte ,
np[w≈Åfovyƒ rnpA wde yr feh-jøxgk 5orQuoy <^<

nayanaì galad-aßru-dhårayå
vadanaì gadgada-ruddhayå girå
pulakair nicitaì vapuè kadå
tava nåma-grahaòe bhavi£yati
O Lord, when will tears flow
from my eyes like waves,
voice tremble in ecstasy?
When will the hairs of my body
stand on end while chanting
Your Holy Name?
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Verse 7
upjeouyƒ ofhkqkg vŒepqe Mer'qeouyh ,
\;Fueouyƒ ijy sRrˇ jmorFd-ortxkg hk <&<

yugåyitaì nime£eòa
cak£u£å pråvù£åyitam
ß¨nyåyitaì jagat sarvaì
govinda-viraheòa me
O Govinda!
Without You, the world is empty.
Tears are flooding my eyes like rain,
and a moment seems like forever.

Verse 8
aeo‹Qu re nedtyeƒ onf=p hehd\TfeFhHhTxyeƒ wtmyp re ,
u6e y6e re ord3eyp [Hn1m
hYMegfe6Syp s zr fentA <*<
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åßli£ya vå påda-ratåì pina£éu måm
adarßanån marma-hatåì karotu vå
yathå tathå vå vidadhåtu lampaéo
mat-pråòa-nåthas tu sa eva nåparaè
Krishna may embrace me in love
or trample me under His feet.
He may break my heart
by hiding Himself from me.
Let that debauchee do whatever he
likes, but He will always be the only
Lord of my life.
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Sri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu
"...torrents of ecstasy flowed from His heart,
and His teachings appeared from His lips
like eight unbounded rivers of Golden Nectar."

Ocean of
Nectar
What strength does
the name of Krishna hold?
Like a desert scorched
by the rays of the sun,
my heart always burns in the fire
of desire for worldly enjoyment;
but the Holy Name,
entering through my ears,
floods my heart with
unparalleled nectarine bliss.
He speaks from within the heart,
moves on the tip of the tongue
and dances on it.
My voice become choked,
my body shivers,
my feet can not remain firm.
My eyes are full of tears,
there is sweat all over my body,
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my skin is thrilled with joy,
my whole body becomes colourless,
my mind faints
and there is universal destruction:
my person is shattered
by a variety of emotions.
Making so much oppression,
the Divine Name of Krishna
showers nectarine ambrosia
in the heart and throws me
in the ocean of divine bliss;
allows me not to understand anything,
makes me mad and steals
my heart and wealth.
Such is the conduct of the One
in whom I have taken shelter!
I simply can not describe all this.
The Holy Name does everything
at His sweet will.
Whatsoever makes Him happy
is the source of my happiness.
The Name is the bud of divine love,
the source of extraordinary divine bliss.
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He exercises such strength
that being slightly opened
shows His own form and qualities,
steals my heart and takes it to Krishna.
Being fully developed,
destroys my existing mundane body,
gives me my own transcendental divine form,
takes me to Braja,
shows me His own love dalliance
and keeps me near Krishna.
The Holy Name of Krishna
is the philosopher’s stone,
the storehouse of eternal spiritual ecstasy,
ever free,
full of the pure elixir
of divine bliss.
çr^la Bhaktivinod ëhåkur
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Commentary
In this poem of his book çaranågati, çr^la
Bhaktivinod ëhåkur has explained the
Nåmå£éakam, eight prayers in glorification of the
Holy Name, written by R¨pa Goswåm^. The
whole thing is described there very beautifully. He
writes, “My heart is just like a desert, hot with rays
of the sun. This is my internal mental condition.
The desire for mortal things can not satisfy me,
because by nature they are death-producing; and
not one or two, but thousands of such death-producing desires have taken shelter in my mind. So,
my subconscious region is always burning. This is
my condition.”
“But somehow, by the grace of sådhu and guru,
the Holy Name of Krishna, with its infinite
prospect, has entered through my ear and reached
the plane of my heart. And there, with some peculiar hope, with infinite, auspicious possibilities, it
touched my heart with a new kind of nectar.”
“New hope is aroused by that sound. Then by
force, it comes from the heart towards the
tongue. Not that by the endeavor of my tongue I
am producing that sound. No. What came from
the heart of a saint through my ear, entered my
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heart, forcibly appeared upon my tongue, and
began to dance.”
That is the Holy Name proper. It descends
from above. It can not be produced by the material form of a tongue. Its source is above. “And
through an agent of the absolute it comes through
the ear to the heart. From the heart it gathers
some sympathy, then the Holy Name of Krishna
forcibly appears upon the tongue and begins to
dance. With great force it comes to the end of the
tongue and that sweet sound begins its dancing.”
The real effects of the Divine Name have been
described here. If it is a living and real Name, the
voice will be choked up, there will be shivering in
the body, and the legs will be unable to stand.
Sometimes tears will flow in a current on the
body, and one’s hairs will stand on end.
Sometimes changes of colour will be found in the
body, and we will be unable to find any trace of
mind or consciousness. We may fall in a swoon.
The whole body and mind will appear as if it is
being attacked: shivering and influenced in different ways. Apparently, it may seem that so many
troubles are created in the body and the mind, but
the real heart is overflowing with a particular kind
of strange, sweet juice.
Sometimes he thinks, “I am in an ocean of
nectar. My whole existence is within an ocean of
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nectarine liquid. I am beside myself. I can’t
understand where I am. Where am I? What is
this? What is all about me? It has almost made me
mad. Am I a madman? Where is my past experience, my seriousness, my gravity? Where are they?
What am I? I have been converted wholesale by a
foreign thing. I am a doll in the hands of a great
force, which is also so affectionate to me. I can’t
ascertain how it is possible that by my faith I have
entered this great, unknown environment, unexperienced before.”
“And at last I find that I am captivated. My
entire being, within and without, has been captured by a particular sweet force. I can’t help
being prey to such a sweet power. I can’t give any
proper description of this. I came to take shelter
under Him and accept Him as my guardian, and
now at His hand I am being dealt with in such a
merciless and despotic way. Still, I feel that everything is very pleasing, beyond my experience.
What is this?”
“I can’t resist anymore. I am fully captured.
Let my fate go anywhere. I can’t come out. I am
captive in the hand of a sweet friend; my whole
independence is gone. There is no way left to me
but to surrender. I am unable to describe my real
position. I find that He is an autocrat. Whatever
He likes to do, He will do. Since it is not possible
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for me to give any resistance, I must surrender.
Let me also cooperate with whatever He is pleased
to do. Otherwise, what can I do? I am helpless.”
“Sometimes I find that the sweetness of the
Name is condensed like a blossoming flower, and
very wonderful streams of sweet current are flowing from it. The Holy Name contains so many
sweet variegated forms of current within Him and
He is wonderfully expressing himself in different
ways. Sometimes He emanates a peculiar type of
colour and figure and disappears.”
“So many charming aspects are shown as if to
my eyes within, and He forcibly takes me to surrender at the foot of that altar. He shows himself
in His full-fledged form, in Vrindåvan, in His
Braja-l^lå, with Rådhåraò^, and He takes me
there. I find that I am in the midst of His peculiar, very sweet and loving paraphernalia. And He
says, ‘You see! I have so many wonderful things.
This is your home. I am not merely imagination,
but concrete reality. You will find here that the
environment is very favorable and sweet. You are
to live here.”
“I see that there He is dealing in different ways
with His associates in different rasas, and I find
that I have another body that has emerged from
my previous one, and that has a permanent place
here in His service. Such a new life I find here,
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and then I find ultimately that all consideration of
my past life and experience has vanished. And it is
true; my real life is here. This is proper and that
was a sham, that life has vanished. Then I find
that chanting the Holy Name has given me new
encouragement, a new prospect, and new hope.”
Whatever we want, whatever is our internal
demand, it is supplied by the Holy Name. If we
take the Holy Name, all our internal hankering
will be fulfilled. It is eternal, it is the purest of the
pure, and it is full of ecstasy.
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#16-134, Singapore 544313
Phone: 65-63159114
Email: singapore@scsmath.org
Fiji
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Sridhar Asan
P.O. Box 4507, Saru Lautoka, Fiji
Email: fiji@scsmath.org
Russia
Moscow,
Str. Avtozavodskaya 6, Apt. 24a.
George Aistov
Phone: (095) 275-0944
Email: russia@scsmath.org
Pin 197229 St. Petersburg, p.Lahta
St. Morskaya b.13

Russia
Phone: (812) 238-2949
South America
Brazil
Sri Chaitanya Sridhar Govinda Seva Ashram
Krishna Sakti Ashram, P.O. Box 386
Campus do Jordao, Sao Paulo, Brasil
Phone: (012) 263 3168
Email: ksa@scsmath.org
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Sridhar Asan
Rua Mario de Andrade 108, Caucaia Do Alto - Cotia
Sao Paulo, Cep 06720-000, Brasil
Phone: (011) 4611-1253 & 4611-6777
Email: bhuvana@uol.com.br
Srila Govinda Maharaj Seva Ashram
P.O. Box 92.660,
Prata dos Aredes Teresópolis
Rio de Janeiro, Cep 25951-970, Brasil
Phone: (021) 644-6695
Email: akrishna@terenet.com.br
Srila Sridhar Govinda Sangha
Rua Pedro Wayne, 78,
Cep 91030-480 Porto Alegre, RS, Brasil
Tel: (051) 362-6448
Web: http://www.geocities.com/nityadasa/
Email: sridhar-govinda@vedas.cjb.net
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Math,
Rua: 13 de Maio 1184 ap.02
Curitiba - Parana - Brasil
Tel : (41) 324-7816
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Math
Rua Quintino Bocaiuva, 537
Pajussara-Maceio-Alagoas
Brasil-CEP 57030-320
Tel: 82- 337-3374
Email: maceio@scsmath.org
Natal, RN, Eastern tip of Brazil:
Email: divya@bol.com.br
Sri Caitanya Saraswat Ashram
Caixa Postal 39 - CEP: 72980-000
Pirenópolis -Goiás
Brasil
Email: kirtan@loggo.com.br
Ecuador
Srila Sridhar Swami Seva Ashram
P.O. Box 17-01-576
Quito, Ecuador
Phone: 342-471
Fax: 408-439
Email: amistur@pi.pro.ec
Venezuela
Sri Chaitanya Sridhar Govinda Seva Ashram

Avenida Tuy con Avenida Chama
Quinta Parama Karuna,
Caracas, Venezuela
Phone: [+58] 212-754 1257
Email: paramakaruna@cantv.net
Urbanización Prados del Este,
calle Los Ríos c/calle El Carmen, Quinta Nieves
Madlen. Municipio Baruta.
Caracas 1080. Venezuela.
Telfonos: 58 212 976 21 04 and 58 414 246 35 57
Email: kaliyakrishna@yahoo.com
Calle Libertad, Los Robles
Municipio Maneiro
(a una cuadra bajando despues de la Iglesia)
Margarita, Venezuela
Phone: (58) 414 798 8227and 792 8853
Email: koladwipa@yahoo.com
Africa and Mauritius
South Africa
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Math
P.O. Box 60183, Phoenix 4068
Kwa-Zulu Natal, South Africa
Phone: (031) 500-1576
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Math
57 Silver Road, Newholmes, Northdale
Pietermaritzburg 3201
Kwa-Zulu Natal, South Africa
Phone: (0331) 912026
Fax: (0331) 947938
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Ashram,
4464 Mount Reiner Crescent,
Lenasia South, Extension 4,
Johannesburg 1820
Republic of South Africa
Phone: (011) 852-2781 and 211 0973
Fax: (011) 852 5725
Mauritius
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Math International
Nabadwip Dham Street, Long Mountain
Republic of Mauritius
Phone & Fax: (230) 245-3118 / 5815/2899
Email: mauritius@scsmath.org
Vaisnava Seva Society
Ruisseau-Rose, Long Mountain
Republic of Mauritius.
Phone & Fax: (230) 245-0424
Email: govinda@intnet.mu
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Math International
(Southern Branch)
Royal Road La Flora
Republic of Mauritius
Phone: (230) 617-8164 & 5726

